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To refresh the memory of this story one needs to refer to the origins of it as
first recorded.  This  app_are_ntly arose from  a  local  tale  told by the__ then
Vicar of Eastwell to  a visiting clergyman, Dr. Brett, which  was  reported  ih
Fee ’5 “ Desiderata Curiosa” in  1735  and later repeated  with some  variations
of  dates, by an  anonymous author  in the  “  Parallel ”  1745. Later  still the
Historian  Hasted  printed the story from a letter in the Gentleman’s Magazine
in  1767  written by Philip Parsons, who at  that time  was Rector of Eastwell.

Briefly, the account is as  follows—that  about the  year  1540  a wealthy
family named Moyle were building a  new mansion in the Parish of Eastwell,
Kent  and that the son of the  builder, Sir  Thomas  Moyle, noticed  that  one of
the workmen, an old man, during his spare  time  drew himself apart from  others
to read  books:  Being curious, one day he enquired of the old man how he
learned to read  books  which  were in  Latin  including his favourite  “  Horace.”
The old man  gave  an outline of his life  which  had encompassed four‘reigns
and stated  that  his name was Richard Plantagenet and that as  a  child he had
been  brought up in a country village tended by a nurse. He was then taken
to  Lutterworth  in Leicestershire “in that very year  when the succession to
the Crown was restored to the  House  of  York  by Act of Parliament  (1471) ”
to  a school  where he 'was  taught  as  a  son of gentry and his studies included
Latin. At frequent intervals he was  visited  by a  person of  nObility who pro-
vided money for his needs and presumably his keep and schooling. This
person on one  occasion,  according to the old man’s memory, was finely attired
in  a  sash of an Honourable Order. On the firial  visit, at  what  age we do
not know, he was instructed to accompany the  gentleman  and apparently
taken to the Royal  Tent  pitched at  Bosworth  Field and  there  introduced to
King Richard who pronounced he was the  boy’s  father and if he won the
battle to  come, would acknowledge him as his  son,  but if he  died  advised the
boy to fly for  safety from  his enemies.  Finding his way to London he became
an apprenticed stonemason to  a  Guildman and either as such or as a freelance
found his  work  which  subsequently led him to  work  on  Moyles  house,  all the
time  keeping his  origin  and identity a  secret.

De Moyle  being greatly impressegl by the old  man,  built an  extra room
to his  house  and installed Richard' m it for the enjoyment of reading. Upon
his  death  in 1550 he was buried in the Parish Church of Eastwell at the  back
of the altar amongst the family tombs  of the De Moyle's, and an  entry made
'accordin_gly of his  death  in the  Parish  records amongst the Moyles  with  a
clerk’s sign  indicating qf noble birth.

.  What  IS  intriguing about  this  is  that  of a concurrent legend  m  Leicester-
shire, itself, which may not be so well  known,  of  a  young man believed to be
the sdn of  King Richard who  acted  as an ostler to the  King’s  horses at  Bos-
worth Field and who fled after the battle, was befriended and hidden by a
local blacksmith, successfully disguised, and the  young man later became the
Blacksmith himself' m  either Earl Shilton near Hinckley or Market  Bosworth,
for a  number  of years. His fate thereafter 1s unknown. . . .
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Allowing for variations of this latter legend  which  passed through genera-
tions  _by word of  mouth, certain similarities can be surmised (a) he was a you_ng
man in his  teens  at the  time  of Bosworth; (b) living' m  a rural  area covering
only a  few miles  m  between the Bosworth, Lutterworth and Hinckley area and
being educated as gentry, he would be  a  rider familiar with horses and could
have acted as groom; (c) similarly he would have friends, possibly a  blacksmith,
close by; (d) he fled and hid somewhere during Henry  Tudor’s  reign; (e) many
Yorkist sympathisers were London guildmen,  some  having connection  and
even  owning lands in the Lutterworth and Bosworth area and after  a  decent
interval could  have  assisted him or  given  letters of  introduction  to  their  London
friends.

When one examines the lands of the gentry in the area of Lutterworth
and Bosworth, one realises the strength there of Yorkist adherents and friends
of King Richard. To  name  but a few: at Willougby Waterless, Duke of
Norfolk; at Swinford, Sir John  Mallory;  near Market Bosworth, Hastings,
Lord Zouch and Lord Ferrets (related to Mortimers)—Lutterworth, Sir  Geofl‘rey
Fielding, Priory Councillor Edward IV and one  time  Lord Mayor of London
and, of course, the Catesbys. Others less known but friends nevertheless,

e.g. by Richard  Forster,  chief yeoman of the house to Edward IV, covering
the  whole  of the Hundred of Guthlaxton.

Similarly the half dozen or so Chantry Houses or  Schools  in the  same
area  were controlled by likely sympathisers, such  as Merivale Chantry by the
Abbey of Croyland and Stanfield Chantry by Selby Abbey. No lack of friends
indeed of  this  Father! Any of whom could have performed the service of edu-
cating and later  hiding the boy all the  time incognito  as  a service  to  King
Edward or Richard. The latter may be following his brother’s example of
hiding illegitimate offspring for  political  and expedient reasons.

Although  T  hrosby the Leicestershire  historian  (born 1740) does  not make
reference to such a son in print until  1779  in his  “ Select  Views  in  Leicester-
shire,” he could have read pqssibly the earlier printed version previously re-
ferred to, but  with  such variations and no  mention  of Eastwell, he most  likely

’drew  from local Leicestershire legend.
How strange that two apparently unrelated legends  bear  such  identities

of assertion that such a person  existed!
Returning now to the Eastwell  story.  Would  even  an old man dare to

make such a strange assertion apparently fortuitous and for no apparent
reason. What if De  Moyle  had never  asked him; or had he had real connec-
tions  with Leicestershire and, being well read, composed an intriguing story to
seek concessions  from the  Moyles  his employer, which  apparently he received.
To  pose  the important questions on the whole  situation, did Richard Plantage-
net find his way to Eastwell completely fortuitously or by design? Could
King Richard  have  such a son and was Leicestershire involved? In  other
words do all the legends and tales fit together? For the true answer it is a
case of  “  cherchez la Femme,” and if one can find the  lady one may have  the
likely answer.

Lands  near  Eastwell had been  owned  by Plantagenets since the  time  of
the De Montforts in the 13th and  14th  centuries and reference to  local  names
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there, such as Plantagenets  Cottage, pool, etc., could refer to earlier connec-

tions.  The Earls of Kent had lands in Leicestershire  even  in the  time  of Ed-
ward IV. King Richard could  have  formed an attachment when  a young man
whilst  at Tonbridgc  Castle  or on  visits  to  King Edward’s friends or, of course,
in Northamptonshire or the Midlands. If Richard Plantagenet was aged  7
or  even  9  when moved to Lutterworth he could have  been  born about  1462-4.
Hasted  makes reference to his tomb monument bearing two shields  with
coats  of arms, alas  indecipherable. Who was the Lady? Out of many possi-
bilities I venture to suggest two names: the De Poultneys who owned land  near
Eastwell and Lutterworth and not least Curteis of whom  Peter  was of con-
siderable importance as  Keeper  of the Royal Wardrobe to Edward IV. Granted
lands at Donnington 1e  Heath, Leics., in 1764. Mayor of Leicester 1482.
Owned land near Eastwell. There is still a place called Curteis Corner 3. mile
from Eastwell. On the occasion of the  Royal  Tour of King Richard and
Queen Anne to  Leicester  Castle in  1483  he was appointed Usher to the King’s
Privy Chamber and Wardrobe and continued in this  office under  Henry VII.
Did all three know the  secret  and the remaining two  agree  to leave Richard
to  pass  away his  days  unmolested and unproclaimed on his  mother’s lands,
maybe  his childhood  home, or  even  where he was born and then returned to

die?

The  Nobility of  Later  Mediaeval  England  A. F.  SUTTON
(by K. B. McFarlane)

This series of lectures by the  eminent  Oxford historian K. B. McFarlane includes

the 1953 Ford Lectures, a prestigious foundation, a  number of lectures  given
to undergraduates in  1965, and other related topics. The  subject  is the English
nobility 1306 to 1509, the period when the nobility was created and finally
gelled into its set form. By 1509  a  man  might  be said to know his place.
The impressive range of ideas in these lectures have influenced many students
of this period who  have  since  become  university teachers themselves, and it is

some  of  these  students who have edited this book from McFarlane’s surviving
papers as a tribute to his memory. Many of these ideas  have  in turn become
the  theses  and books of his students; he was  a  great inspirer of interest and  a
great teacher. He was also  a  lecturer of presence and style and in the nobility
of  later  medieval England he had an inexhaustible  subject.  In  1965  the sub-
ject  readily overflowed the allotted  number  of lectures and his audience  willingly
came back the  next  term for more.

The  subject  of the  late  mediaeval  nobility must  instantly excite  the  enthusi-
asm of the Richard III  Society, though some members may ruffle their  feathers

at a flippant remark which reveals  a  traditional  view  of Richard III and be
disappointed  that  the period  1461  to  1481  does not come in for  much  specific
mention. But let us bear in mind  that  the  subject runs from 1306 to  1509  and
that if the myth of Richard III is unassailed there are plenty of others that are
exploded  most  rewardingly.  This  is  a  book  which can  only profit its reader
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